For all your
Plumbing Solutions
Keeping your home working all day & everyday - Your 24/7 Plumbing Service Provider

My Melbourne Plumber

Fast service, emergency
callouts and a customer
satisfaction guarantee.
Our team of expert plumbers are dedicated to providing quality, efﬁcient and reliable
service in all areas of regional and metro Melbourne.
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Introduction
Welcome

to

My

Melbourne

Plumber,

your

local

plumbing

experts

providing

a

complete range of plumbing services to our customers across all Melbourne suburbs.

At My Melbourne Plumber, we can assist with

Plumbing disaster occurs in your home. You

any plumbing enquiries you may have for your

can rely on My Melbourne Plumber to help

home. Our Plumbers are well trained and

with any Plumbing emergency at any time.

experienced to handle every aspect of your

My Melbourne Plumber is available around

home’s plumbing and gas networks. Having

the clock, we work 24/7 to ensure we are there

a reliable, local Plumber is important if a

when you need us most.

The team at My Melbourne Plumber takes pride in
our work, at every step of the process. From the time
you make an enquiry with our friendly customer
care team to the time your plumbing service has
been resolved, we make sure every step is carried
out in the most professional and reliable manner
possible.
With veterans of the industry and top of the line
technology, we’re equipped to handle whatever
problems you’re facing. We believe in excellence, and
not just in our workmanship or fast turnaround time,
but also in our safety practices and unparalleled,
friendly customer service. That’s why we’re fully
occupational health and safety compliant, and
why we’re more than happy to answer whatever
technical questions you might have at any time.
To get the job done, call only for the best. We’re the
plumbers with the know-how expertise and can-do
attitude to help you out of whatever situation you’re
in, no fuss necessary.
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Our Company
Why you should choose My Melbourne Plumber?

most reliable service to them every single time.

1. We deal with all things that involve the

4. Our Plumbers are fully licensed. My Melbourne

plumbing in your home. Nothing stands in our

Plumber has a dedicated team of experienced and

way. From leaking taps to toilet repairs, from gas

licensed plumbers with a wide range of skills and

leaks to CCTV inspection of your home’s plumbing

specialities. When you choose our team, you can

network, we are a highly skilled team that are sure

rest assured that My Melbourne Plumber will

to uncover the problem and find a solution.

deliver quality work, while adhering to all safety
standards andcertiﬁcations.

2. We are a 24-hour plumbing service. So if you
end up with a plumbing dilemma of catastrophic

If you have a minor problem or something big that

proportions at two o’clock in the morning, simply

requires our urgent attention, contact us today so

call us for urgent assistance. Our team of expert

that we can get your home back up and running

plumbers are available when you need us.

in a flash.

3. We’re fair, friendly, and affordable plumbers. We
value our customers and want to provide the best,

Our team is dedicated to providing the best

My Melbourne Plumber is available 24 hours a day, every

possible service to our customers, from the

day of the year. We are reliable plumbers who will be

moment they call our customer care team to the

there when you need us most

time their plumbing service is complete.
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Areas Serviced
My Melbourne Plumber is based in the Melbourne area. we know
there is nothing worse than waiting for a plumber when you need one
instantly. Luckily, as your local plumber, we will always be there. Wherever
you are located in Melbourne, whatever the plumbing issue, we can help.
There is nothing worse than waiting hours for a plumber when you have a household
emergency. You want to be certain that you have access to a reliable plumber when you
need them, regardless of whether it’s urgent or not! Thanks to My Melbourne Plumber, it doesn’t
matter where you’re based in Melbourne. We have plumbers situated across the city to ensure we
can get one to your door quickly. Whether it’s a small job that needs attention or a total emergency,
contact us 24/7 for a dedicated plumber to come to you.

Inner Suburbs

Western Suburbs

South Eastern Suburbs

Northern Suburbs

North West Melbourne

South West Melbourne

East Melbourne

North East Melbourne

South Melbourne

My Melbourne Plumber has the experience and

When customers come to us to get a job

training to have your plumbing situation under

completed, we will adhere to all safety standards

control quickly and efficiently.

and certifications while simultaneously providing
superior customer service
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Our Services
At My Melbourne Plumber, there’s one thing that customers love about what we offer. It’s our
extensive range of services and our hands-on ability to handle any residential plumbing issue that
comes our way.
With such a large range of specialist areas, you need to know that the team you are dealing with is
highly skilled and equipped to handle any household plumbing problems. We believe that you should
have a local plumber that knows more than just the basics. Give the team a call at My Melbourne
Plumber. Our customers are often surprised how far we can go now to find solutions to their unique
plumbing problems. Once they understand what we have available to us to better perform our jobs,
they feel a sense of relief as everything starts to look less disastrous. And besides, we have seen it all
before.

We understand too that not every job will be urgent. You may simply have an annoying
leaking tap or a blocked toilet in your home. These minor occurrences are
common in the average household but you don’t want to leave them to
become larger than they currently are. Left unresolved, your minor
plumbing issue may become far more serious. At My Melbourne
Plumber, We are more than happy and expertly equipped
to deal with the small stuff before it turns into a
nightmare of epic proportions.
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Gas Leaks &
Repairs

Plumbing

Blocked Drains

We offer competitive rates and

My Melbourne Plumber offers a

Whether

premium level service for all

comprehensive drain cleaning

appliance or gas leak that needs

your plumbing needs. Whether

service. We have a large range

repairing, or a gas network or

it’s servicing, installations or

of innovative tools and methods

appliance that needs installing,

repairs that you’re after, speak

to ensure we get your drain

you have come to the right

to our team today so that we

unblocked quickly.

If you are

place. Our team of plumbers

can get things moving for you.

worried that you may have a

are also fully licensed gas fitters

My

blocked drain, call our team

and specialists, and we certify

today.

our work to ensure that it meets

Melbourne

Plumber

is

available for 24/7 Emergency
Plumbing services, to assist you

you

have

a

gas

all safety standards.

in the most stressful of times.

Hot Water Systems
& Repairs

Roof Plumbing

My Melbourne Plumber can

There’s nothing more frustrating

assist with your home’s hot

than a leaking roof and water

water

running through into your home

system

installation,
repairs.

from above. The cost of repairing

When your hot water system

water damage in your home

stops working at the worst

can be high, not to mention

time possible, My Melbourne

the health risks a leak can put

Plumber will be there to get the

on your family if mould begins

hot water running again in your

to grow. Our team are highly

home. imperdiet.

trained to deal with leaking roof

maintenance

and

repairs.Donec dignissim, diam.

Sewer &
Stormwater
My Melbourne Plumber are
experts when it comes to sewer
and

stormwater

plumbing.

Our plumbers use innovative
technology to inspect drains,
locate the blockage, and then
clear the drains. If any damage
has

been

caused

by

the

blockage, drain pipe relining
can be undertaken to prevent
future issues.
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Contact Us
My Melbourne Plumber are available for all your
plumbing needs in Melbourne. Our friendly and
professional customer care team are here to help you
when you have a plumbing enquiry.

Fast Service
We will adhere to a fast response time
and our work will be as fast and efficient
as possible. We will advise you in advance
how long your job will take to complete.
Quality
We will always provide the highest quality
work for our customers. Every interaction
you have with us as our valued customer
will always be professional and friendly.
Reliable
We offer reliable expertise and advice
at all times for services we perform for
our customers. We want our valued
customers to be happy with the work we
have produced every time.
Upfront Pricing
We are fully transparent and honest with
our customers regarding our pricing from
the services rendered.

0427 575 801
WWW.MYMELBOURNEPLUMBER.COM.AU
INFO@MYMELBOURNEPLUMBER.COM.AU
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MY MELBOURNE PLUMBER - 24 HOUR EMERGENCY PLUMBING

Call 0427 575 801 or visit www.mymelbourneplumber.com.au to find your nearest plumber
The information provided in this brochure is provided as a guide to the comprehensive range of services provided by My
Melbourne Plumber, as well as the areas ofwhich our dedicated plumbers cater towards. The use of the information in this
brochure is subject to the terms and conditions which are located on the My Melbourne Plumber website being www.
mymelbourneplumber.com.au

